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1.   Executive Summary

Although there are no major issues, there are some low level issues that should be addressed.

Assessment Summary

Low risk issues need to be addressed, the solutions are straight forward and are well known

best practices. 

Testing and documentation in the project should also be improved

Issues count summary

Critical High Medium Low Info Total

0 0 0 5 6 11

Using This Report

To facilitate the dissemination of the information within this report throughout your

organisation, this document has been divided into the following clearly marked and separable

sections.

Executive Summary

Management level, strategic overview of the assessment and the risks posed to the

business

mailto:info@extropy.io


  Disclaimer

The audit makes no statements or warranty about utility of the code, safety of the code,

suitability of the business model, regulatory regime for the business model, or any other

statements about fitness of the contracts to purpose, or their bug free status. The audit

documentation is for discussion purposes only

Client Confidentiality

This document contains Client Confidential information and may not be copied without written

permission.

Proprietary Information

The content of this document should be considered proprietary information.

Extropy gives permission to copy this report for the purposes of disseminating information

within your organisation or any regulatory agency.

Technical Findings

The remainder of this document is technical in nature and provides additional detail about the

items already discussed, for the purposes of remediation and risk assessment.

Tests are failing, test coverage insufficient

Risk Low

Affects Aspen

DESCRIPTION

Some tests are failing

Technical Summary

An overview of the assessment from a more technical perspective, including a defined

scope and any caveats which may apply

Technical Findings

Detailed discussion (including evidence and recommendations) for each individual

security issue which was identified

Audit goals



Handle parameter changes carefully

Risk Low

Affects Aspen

Description

When changing critical parameters such as treasury address, extra safeguards should be

used.

Recommendation

Use a timelocked multisig for the address, this would allow team more time to correct

mistakes or nefarious behaviour.

Follow the check-effects-interaction pattern.

Risk Low

Affects Aspen



Description

In _tokenTransferexternal calls should only take place after any state changes.

Recommendation

Follow the check-effects-interaction pattern.

Always check the return value from external calls.

Risk Low

Affects Aspen

Description

The low level call 

_treasuryAddress.call{value: amount}("");

should be checked for an error return and handled appropriately

Recommendation

Add an error check to function _sendETHToTreasury

Floating Pragma

Risk Low

Affects Aspen

Description

Contracts should be deployed with the same version of solidity as was used throughout their

lifecycle.

References : SWC-103

Recommendation

Use a fixed version of solidity.

Safe Math import is not needed

Risk Informational

Affects Aspen

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/latest/security-considerations.html#use-the-checks-effects-interactions-pattern
https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-103


Description

SafeMath is now integrated as default in ERC20 contract (since 0.8.0 )so the import can be

removed.

Recommendation

Remove the import.

README.md should be expanded

Risk Informational

Affects Aspen

DESCRIPTION

Project Information should be added to the README file

Unneeded variable

Risk Informational

Affects Aspen

Description

_decimals does not need to be defined as it is 18 by default in ERC20.

Recommendation

Remove the _decimals variable

Follow naming conventions consistently

Risk Informational

Affects Aspen

Description

_symbol should be in upper case, and probably different to _name_ 

ETH should always be capitalised

Recommendation



Change the _symbol variable, and Eth to ETH

Use constants where possible

Risk Informational

Affects Aspen

Description

_totalTokenSupply 

_name 

_symbol 

_decimals 

_totalReflections 

uniDefault 

_minimumTokensToSwap

could be declared as constants, or immutable if they need to be set at run time. This will

reduce gas costs.

Recommendation

Change these variable to constants

Use standard libraries where possible

Risk Informational

Affects Aspen

Description

Instead of implementing the IERC20 functions in the contract, use one of Open Zeppelin's

implementations such as ERC20

Recommendation

Use an Open Zeppelin implementation as much as possible.

General Audit Goals

We audit the code in accordance with the following criteria:



This audit includes assessments of the overall architecture and design 

choices. Given the subjective nature of these assessments, it will be up to the 

development team to determine whether any changes should be made.

This audit will evaluate whether the codebase follows the current established 

best practices for smart contract development.

This audit will evaluate whether the code does what it is intended to do.

This audit will evaluate whether the code has been written in a way that ensures readability

and maintainability.

This audit will look for any exploitable security vulnerabilities, or other potential threats to the

users. 

Although we have commented on the application design, issues of cryptoeconomics, game

theory and suitability for business purposes as they relate to this project are beyond the

scope of this audit.

Sound Architecture

Smart Contract and Solidity Best Practices

Code Correctness

Code Quality

Security


